
 

Meet The TRUE Restoration Truck
Made And Designed For Restorers!

NOW STOCKING!!  AVAILABLE FOR VIEWING

  

DRIVER'S SIDE OUTDOOR COMPARTMENTS

INSIDE DRIVER'S SIDE WALL



INSIDE PASSENGER SIDE WALL

The TRUE Restoration Truck
Imagine an Emergency Response Water Truck that actually



was designed for RESTORERS!  A truck that could hold all the
equipment, tools, and consumables you need and store them in
specific locations that were easily accessible to your
technicians to work efficiently and stay on task! 
CleanSource and the NSN Network have made available this
unique and custom setup for you! 

 

Truck Details:  

2017 Chevy 4500 14ft Cutaway
The truck chasis has more than enough payload to handle a

truck full of equipment, truckmount, and water tanks.  6.0L,

159"WB, T/C, Tilt & Cruise, 14,200lb GVW, 

Supreme Custom Box 
The custom box is designed with ideal storage and an efficient
and organized layout in mind.  It includes a lower profile
height, translucent roof for lighting, five outside
storage cabinets, airmover racks, storage closet, cab access
door, overhead compartment, dehumidifier storage, and tie-
down track system for securing equipment in place.  The
box also features dome lighting, rear and passenger side
exterior lights, and large side door for access or truckmount



setup.  The box truck is customized with rugged and slip
resistant flooring.
 

Exclusive Package & Financing Program
 
We have an exclusive FLEET agreement with GM that allows us
to package this set up together and offer you unbelievable
savings.  This package landed through at CleanSource via our
GM dealer runs approximately $46,500 (plus TTL) which
includes the Chevy 4500 Chassis and Supreme Box.  Our
exclusive agreement with ALLY Bank (Previously GMAC
Financing) can get you financed as low as 3.19% W.A.C. and
minimal down.  This is a true loan that allows you to build
business credit and pay off early if desired unlike other leasing
companies.  ALLY can also build in all the equipment into your
loan as well with no problem.  This is not something you can
achieve at a local dealer.  We also have other financial
institutions for contractors with credit that may be more
challenging. 

 
Adapts To Industry's New Low Profile Equipment
 

The True Restoration Truck, as seen pictured, allows for
restorers to store standard sized equipment and also the new
low profile airmovers and dehumidifiers that most
manufacturers are moving to.  Inside the box, two airmover
racks can store up to 20 airmovers with more room to spare. 
The closet allows for storing airscrubbers and stacking low
profile dehumidifiers.  The storage rack above the side door
allows for tool, ladder, sprayers, and more.  As seen pictured,
the shelf off the rear is the perfect width for storing up to 7
low profile Velo, Triad, or AirMax airmovers in a "bookshelf"
style.  The side compartments also allow for storing mini
airmovers as well. 
 

New Features on the 2017 TRUE Restoration Box Truck
 

The additions include exterior lighting, additional shelving, slip
resistant flooring, enhanced door locks, overhead cabin

storage, and additional tie down tracks for securing equipment.
NEW EXTERIOR LIGHTS



 
 Contact Us Now For A Quote & Application

 
 
 

CleanSource Columbia - 803-781-7782 (Michael Bornscheuer)
CleanSource Charlotte - 704-525-8181 (Greg Pierce)

www.shopcleansource.com
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